Towards a Social Robot as Interface for Tourism
Recommendations
ABSTRACT
The popularity of social robots is steadily increasing, mainly due to
the interesting impact they have in several application domains.
In this paper, we propose the use of Pepper Robot as an interface
of a recommender system for tourism. In particular, we used the robot to interact with the users and to provide them with personalized
recommendations about hotels, restaurants, and points of interest
in the area. The personalization mechanism encoded in the social
robot relies on soft biometrics traits automatically recognized by
the robot, as age and gender, user interests and personal facets. All
these data are used to feed a neural network that returns as output
the most suitable recommendations for the target user.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the interaction driven by a social
robot, we carried out a user study whose goal was to evaluate: (1)
how the robot affects the perceived accuracy of the recommendations; (2) how the user experience and the engagement vary by
interacting with a social robot instead of a classic web application. Even if there is a large room for improvement, mainly due
to the poor speech recognizer integrated in the Pepper, the results
showed that the robot can strongly attract people, thanks to its
presence and interaction capabilities. These findings encouraged
us in performing a larger field study to test the approach in the
wild and to understand whether it can increase the acceptance of
recommendations in real environments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Recommender systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Social robots are physically embodied, autonomous agents that
communicate and interact with humans on a social and emotional
level. They represent an emerging field of research focused on developing a "social intelligence" that aims to maintain the illusion
of dealing with a human being [2]. Social robots are being applied
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in several domains such as assistance [4, 11], education [9], information providers in public places [1, 8], and they are are effective
in influencing and motivating human behavior [6]. Indeed, it has
been shown that users evaluate their experience more satisfying
when interacting with humanoid robots and perceive robots as
intelligent entities, establishing with them a relation similar to the
one they have with other humans [3]. Thanks to their ability to
enable a very natural interaction, social robots have shown a great
potential in hospitality and tourism services [15, 15]. In this domain the exploitation of robots can lead to an improvement of the
overall experience of the user [13] since the use of social robots
allow to avoid cognitive overload and to reduce the time for finding
information that are of interest.
However, web-based interfaces still represent today the most
commonly used way to access to tourism recommendations. Accordingly, the current research was driven by a simple and straightforward research question: how effective is the interaction driven by a
social robot in a tourism recommendation scenario?
In order to validate this claim, in this work we propose the use of
the Pepper Robot as an interface of a tourism recommender system.
In particular, we used the robot to interact with the users and to
provide them with personalized recommendations about hotels,
restaurants, and points of interest in the area. The recommendation
strategy encoded in the social robot is organized in two steps: (1)
user personal characteristics are gathered by using a soft biometrics
module and a platform for holistic user modeling [X]. The first automatically gathers user age and gender, while the seconds enriches
the representation by including information about user preferences,
mood, activities and personality traits; (2) given the representation
of the user, a neural network previously trained with a huge set
of users’ stereotypes is run and a set of recommendations about
hotels, restaurants and point-of-interests is returned to the target
user.
Next, we carried out an experimental study aiming at understating whether the use of social robots can increase the perception
of the quality of the recommendation and can improve the overall
experience of the user. To this end, we compared the interaction
with the social robot to a classic web-based interface. Our results
support our hypothesis since the robot provided the user with a
satisfying experience. Indeed, attractiveness, stimulation and perspicuity (learnability) of the interaction were significantly better,
dependability and efficiency were higher (but not significantly).
Finally, the perceived accuracy and the overall satisfaction were
also higher (not significantly) when Pepper was used.
To sum up, the contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We present a tourism recommender system based on neural
networks, that identifies the characteristics of hotels, restaurants and point-of-interests that are suitable for a specific
user;
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Figure 1: Architecture of the System

• We integrate the recommender system in a Pepper social
robot and we designed a voice-based and touchscreen-based
interaction with the robot;
• We carried out a user study aiming at evaluating whether
social robots can replace web-based interfaces in the task of
providing users with recommendations for tourism.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 provides a brief
description of the Pepper4Tourism platform. Next, in Section 3
we present our experiment and the results of the study. Finally,
Section 4 is aimed at a final discussion and a proposal for future
developments.
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PEPPER4TOURISM

The overall architecture of our tourism recommender system that
exploits Pepper social robot is reported in Figure 1.
After a welcoming phase from Pepper, in which the purpose of
the interaction is briefly explained, the user can interact with the
robot to formulate her requests. In particular, user input can be
provided via voice or through a touch screen. These modalities can
be used indifferently. In the first case, the input is processed by the
automated speech recognition module that is already encoded in the
programming environment of the robot. In the second, the user can
interact with the tablet of the Pepper robot showing the available
choices and she can express her needs. It is worth to state that
the touch screen is needed since the overall quality of the speech
recognition module encoded in the Pepper is typically low. It is
likely that by developing a more sophisticated speech recognition
algorithm the usage of the tablet can be completely avoided.
In this implementation of the system, three different intents are
caught: hotels, restaurants and points of interest in the city. Clearly,
each intent invokes a different recommendation pipeline. To identify the intents, we adopted a a simple keyword-based strategy based
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on the presence of specific terms in the request, such as "hotel",
"restaurant" or "point of interest" (or some synonyms, of course).
Soft Biometrics module. In order to start gathering information about the target user, a soft biometrics module is used. Soft
biometric traits refer to physical and behavioral traits which are
not unique to a specific subject, but are useful for identification,
and description of human subjects[5].
In particular, the soft biometrics method implemented in Pepper
allows to automatically infer age and gender of the user who is
interacting with the robot. The algorithm follows the approach
described in [12], that relies on a fine-tuned version of the VGG16 architecture using unconstrained image dataset. Our approach
showed good performance, since gender recognition has been performed with an accuracy of 85% while age estimation reached an
accuracy (+/- 1 year) of 84% on the previously mentioned dataset. we
tested the performance in real time in the wild having an accuracy
of 87.5% for gender recognition and 62.5% for age estimation.
Recommendation module. Information about user gender
and age are used to trigger the recommendation module implemented in the platform. To provide users with personalized recommendations we designed three different recommender systems (one
for each intent) based on a feed-forward neural network with two
hidden layers. The input layer of each network is devoted to the
representation of the user and encodes 11 neurons, one for each
feature describing the person.
In particular, as user features, we encoded age, gender, mood,
physical activities, level of rest, overall physical state and five features that describe the Big-5 [7] characteristics of the user. Unfortunately, due to space reasons we can’t go into details of our design
choices and on the methodologies we exploited to obtain such features. In a nutshell, we can state that age and sex are obtained by
using the previously described soft biometrics module, while the
remaining features are gathered through a platform for Holistic
User Modeling [10] that automatically infers users’ characteristics
by acquiring and processing social and personal data.
Next, the hidden layers of the networks encode 50 neurons. This
is valid for all the intents. Such a value was set by evaluating different alternatives and by selecting the one having the lowest prediction error in a K-fold evaluation. Finally, the output layer encodes
the available characteristics of the recommended items, as kind of
restaurant, the services of the hotels and so on. For each neuron of
the output layer the neural network can output 0 or 1. Clearly, 1
means that the recommended items should match a certain characteristic.
For each intent, to train the neural networks we manually built
a set of 200 users stereotypes. Each stereotype maps the features
of the user to the characteristics of the items they are (hopefully)
more interested in. As an example, young users with a good mood
and a high level of extroversion were associated to fast foods while
older people that are tired and do not practice physical activities
are mapped to a calm restaurant proposing fish or healthier foods.
Once the training of the network is completed, the system can
provide recommendations. When a new user interacts with the recommendation module her features are obtained, the recommendation strategy is run and the characteristics that the recommendation
should have is returned by the neural network. Such characteristics
(e.g., calm place, cheap menu, etc.) are next used to filter and rank
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the available options. It is worth to note that our strategy is not
affected by cold start problems. Indeed, thanks to the stereotypes we
used as training, a new user that never interacted with the system
can receive recommendations even at the first run.
Filtering module. Once the characteristics of the suitable items
have been identified, the filtering module comes into play. This
module has the goal of identifying the items that match the characteristics returned by the neural network. In a nutshell, the output
of the neural network is a set of features F = (f 1, f 2 . . . fn ) the are
supposed to be of interest for the user. Given these features, the
filtering module filters out all the items that do not match not even
one of the required characteristics (e.g., restaurants that are not
fast foods).
Ranking module. Finally, the goal of the ranking module is
to rank all the items that were returned by the filtering module
in order to identify the top-K recommendations. In particular, the
ranking is based on a linear combination of five different factors:
distance of the place from the current location of the user, popularity of
the place, number of features returned by the neural network that are
matched by the place, cost of the place. By combining these factors a
ranking of the items is obtained and the top-K recommendations
are returned to the user.
The recommended items are finally shown on the tablet and the
user may interact with them, get more information and express her
feedback (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: An example of interaction of a young woman with
Pepper. In the upper part of the Figure the result of real time
gender and age estimation is shown.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To test our hypothesis, we carried out a user study aiming to evaluate: (1) the efficacy of a recommender system integrated in a social
robot and (2) the overall experience of the user when the interaction was driven by the Pepper Robot instead of a typical web-based
interface.
In particular, through this study we compared the use of Pepper
to web-based platform and we evaluated the user experience in
terms of attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, controllability, stimulation, novelty. These metrics are defined according to the standard
User Experience (UEQ) questionnaire [14]. Moreover, we measured
the time spent to get the recommendation in both the cases.
Participants. 52 people (30 males and 22 females) aged between
18 and 55 y.o, were recruited for the experiment. Most of them
(70%) used regularly technologies such as smartphones and computers and the majority of them used TripAdvisor or Google for
suggestions when travelling (90%).
Experimental Design. In order to validate our claims, we set
up a scenario in which participants could ask for touristic information in our region. The 52 participants were divided into 2 groups
equally distributed in number, gender and age. Half of the participants interacted with the robot and half with a web application.
Both the group interacted with the same configuration of the recommendation module, of course.
In order to conduct the evaluation, we prepared a pre-test and
a post-test questionnaire. The main purpose of the pre-test was to
identify any possible bias in the results (e.g., the differences obtained
in the post-test were due to difference in the use of technology and
recommender systems.) Next, through the post-test - based on the
previously mentioned UEQ questionnaire - we evaluated how the

Figure 3: An example of the interface of the Web Application.
recommendation was perceived as effective and to what extent the
overall interaction experience was positive.
Experimental Protocol. We started the experiment with a
quick training phase, in which we aligned the users and we explained the purpose of the experiments. Next, we split the users
and we asked them to fill in the questionnaire and to start interacting with Pepper (Group A) or with the Web Application (Group
B).
Next, each participant was invited to interact with the recommender system (regardless the interaction mode) and to look for
touristic information in the area, as places to visit, good restaurants
or hotels. After the session, each of them was invited to fill out the
post-test questionnaire.
In order to gather the features of the user, different strategies
were adopted. In the Group A condition, gender and age were detected by using the soft biometrics module we previously mentioned.
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Figure 4: Result of the Experiment. The plot reports the scores obtained by the questionnaire for both the groups. Pepper =
blue line, Web App = red line
The recognition is performed by exploiting the RGB camera in the
forehead with a resolution of 1280x960 and by detecting the face of
a person entering in the field of view of the Pepper. It is worth to
note that we also adapted the greetings by changing the level of
formality/friendliness of the employed language according to the
recognized age. As for the other features, we allowed the users to
(a) sign-up to the Myrror platform, in order to automatically gather
information from their holistic user profiles, or to (b) explicitly
provide information about their mood, the amount of daily physical
activities, level of rest and so on.
Conversely, the people in Group B had to interact with the web
application thus they had to explicitly provide all the required
information.
An example of the interaction with the Pepper robot is provided
in Figure 2, while Figure 3 shows how the same information are
presented on the web application accessed through a smartphone.
Results and Discussion. The analysis of the pre-test questionnaires confirmed our assumptions about the hypothetical user and
ensured that differences in the post-test were not due to differences
in the experience with technology. We do not report the results for
the sake of brevity.
Next, we focused our analysis on the results of the post-test
questionnaire in order to compare the user experience and the
quality of interactions in both the two conditions. In particular,
we used a t-test to compare the results provided by Group A with
those provided by Group B in terms of Attractiveness, Perspicuity,
Efficiency, Dependability, Stimulation and Novelty.
As shown in Figure 4, the usage of Pepper improve the experience
of the user for 5 out of 6 metrics, with the exception of the efficiency.
This outcome was someway expected since users are more familiar
with web-based interface than social robots. Conversely, for all
the other metrics, the results obtained by Pepper are higher than
those we obtained through the web applications. These differences
are significant in terms of attractiveness, stimulation and novelty
(p<0.01), and not significant for dependability and perspicuity.

Finally, as for the quality of the recommendation, the overall satisfaction concerning the received recommendation was higher for
the Group A (mean=3.3) than for the Group B (mean=2.3). Statistical
analysis showed a significantly higher performance (t=2.716; p<0.02)
when Pepper was used instead of the web application.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Social robots are being used in many domains and very often they
are integrated in public spaces such as shops, airports, hotels and
museums to attract the users and provide them with useful information. This work aims to provide a further validation of the role
of social robots in providing the users with a satisfying experience
with a tourism recommender systems.
In our opinion, a social robot such as Pepper is appropriate in this
domain since it can be thought as an interactive InfoPoint which is
more attractive than the classic displays that are typically used. In
particular, in this preliminary experiment we tried to demonstrate
that the interaction with social robots is preferred by humans than
web-based one and that also the overall satisfaction with the received recommendation is higher when it is provided by the Pepper
robot.
The results of the study showed the potential of social robots
in this domain, since they emerged as a more engaging and effective interface for such a recommender system. These findings
encourage us to perform a bigger user study in order to better understand the effects of social robots on the perceived quality of the
recommendation.
In particular, we plan to investigate how the different characteristics of the users (e.g., personality traits) or the different groups
(based on age or on the familiarity with these technologies) impact on the overall perception of the social robots in the area of
tourism recommendation. Moreover, we will also analyze different
algorithms in terms of design of the neural network, by evaluating
different (and more sophisticated) architectures.
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